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Περίληψη/ Abstract 
 
The Istanbul Greek community, a heterogenous, indigenous minoritized community of speakers, has often been overlooked 

or underrepresented in (Greek) linguistics research. With a sharp population decline from hundreds of thousands at the turn 

of the 20th century, Istanbul Greeks currently number about 2,500 individuals. Istanbul Greeks have continuously inhabited 

what is now Istanbul for millennia. As a result of contact with Turkish and Romance languages, plus maintenance of "archaic" 

features, The Istanbul Greek variety (IG) is distinct from Standard Modern Greek, albeit not as distinct as varieties such as 

Cypriot or Pontic.  

Recent work by anthropologists such as Örs (2017) and Halstead (2018) examining the Istanbul Greek émigré population in 

Greece has shown their sociohistorical context fosters a cosmopolitan identity distinct from that of Mainland Greeks. Örs has 

also suggested that dialectal differences are one way IG-speakers who have relocated to Athens maintain a separate sense 

of community. My work (2020, accepted) focusing primarily on the Istanbul Greeks still residing in Turkey not only supports 

her claim, but expands on how Istanbul Greeks achieve social differentiation from both Turks and Greeks based on linguistic 

and broader sociocultural practices.  

In this talk, I elaborate on methods for conducting sociolinguistic ethnography in a particularly challenging context. I discuss 

methodological considerations for community observation and participation and difficulties with informant recruitment before 

and after the 2016 failed coup attempt. Additionally, I review some of the sociolinguistic outcomes of this community’s language 

ecology and historical trajectory while providing broader anthropological analyses of the community and their social 

organization. 
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